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Mouvex®

New MH6 Screw Compressor Website  
 and Hydrocar Launch  

Website designed to highlight new solutions for dry bulk unloading 
 
Auxerre, France & Modena, Italy – August 23, 2011 — Mouvex® and Hydrocar announced 
the launch of a new multilingual website dedicated to the MH6, the world’s first combination 
screw compressor/power takeoff (PTO) unit for the dry bulk transport market. Located at 
www.mhcompressor.com, this new website is designed to highlight the many advantages of 
the MH6 Screw Compressor system. The MH6 is a result of a partnership between Mouvex 
and Hydrocar, and has been designed to be compatible with a truck’s gearbox, while at the 
same time offering a 70% weight reduction when compared to existing equipment. 
 
A key aspect of the site is the Technology 
section, which describes the unique design 
behind MH6 compressors. The combination of 
Hydrocar’s innovative PTO device and the 
Mouvex screw compressor principles have 
provided a solution to dry bulk fleets that is 
lighter and less expensive than traditional 
equipment. Thanks to the lighter overall weight 
of the system, the MH6 is able to provide fleets 
with increased turnover per truck per year that 
equates to improved revenues.  
 
Other key sections of the new MH6 website include: 
 

• Companies: Gives you the background on Mouvex, Hydrocar and the benefits of 
their partnership 

• Products: Details on MH6 Compressors, including downloadable Brochures, Spec 
Sheets and Operation Manuals 

• Examples: Review customer case studies and videos of leading dry bulk fleets in 
Europe that have benefited from the MH6 

• Distributors: Easy navigation allows users to find local MH6 Compressor distributors 
 

The MH6 website is available in English, Italian, French, German and Spanish languages. 
 
For more information on MH6 Screw Compressors, please visit www.mhcompressor.com. 
  
Mouvex®

 

 was incorporated in 1906 and is a leading manufacturer of positive displacement pumps and compressors 
for the transfer of liquids or dry bulk products worldwide. Through a global network of distributors and original 
equipment manufacturers, Mouvex serves the following markets: refined fuels, oilfield, energy, food /sanitary, 
military, transport and chemical process. Mouvex—headquartered in Auxerre, France—is a member of Dover 
Corporation’s Pump Solutions Group (PSG). 

Hydrocar a member of Interpump Hydraulics SpA is headquartered in Nonantola (MO), Italy, with a very precise 
purpose: offer new power take-off mechanisms and devices to a variety of hydraulic systems for industrial vehicles. 
The hundreds of models created over the years and the many configurations applied to its components allow 
Hydrocar to confidently state that this objective has been positively fulfilled. The constantly increasing number of 
trucks around the world equipped with Hydrocar PTOs and pumps offers the greatest satisfaction for so many years 
of hard work and commitment.  
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